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Amazon Publishing, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The drums of war beat amid global economic ruin. The skies, not the trenches, will
decide the survivors. Rich men marshal their resources as all sides race to acquire 100-octane
aviation gasoline, an unproven, unstable witches brew that could fuel the fastest attack aircraft. In a
brutal maze of corporate treason, personal blackmail, and imperfect heroism, a young, brilliant
petroleum engineer battling the Dust Bowl in Oklahoma may hold the key. Eight years ago in
Jerusalem, schoolgirl Saba Hassouneh survived the murder of her family. Sentenced to the barbaric
refugee camps, Saba is freed by a legendary Bedouin freedom-fighter. She embraces his life of a
bandit/rebel, evolving into a fearsome Arab nationalist femme de guerre hunted by the colonial
powers and religious mullahs. Saba has one mission: free her people. An epic historical thriller from
acclaimed author Charlie Newton, Traitor s Gate races toward the first shot of WWII. As the world s
true rulers vie for dominion, two unlikely lovers collide. Their attraction is immediate, their goals
opposite.
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ReviewsReviews

A whole new eBook with a brand new viewpoint. Yes, it is perform, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You wont truly feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Margie Jaskolski-- Margie Jaskolski

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Prof. Elton Gibson I-- Prof. Elton Gibson I
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